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Abstract
The US-China relation becomes the most important part of the international new post-pandemic order related to the evolution of the world order after Covid-19. We are talking about the most important economies of the world, giving 25% and 23.5% of the world GDP, economies and countries involved in a number of strategic rivalries as well as of harsh competitions, with a lot of newly come instruments that do not benefit of any international regime, rules and norms – cyber, a.i., quantum computers, space, Arctic region etc. In the absence of a dominant power able to impose the respect of a rules based world and to project its power in order to forge the new rules and norms in the field of new technologies, the US needs a real multilateralism and a conjunction of the democratic powers in order to acquire altogether the needed preeminence in order to get those rules and norms approved at the level of global institutions, if it is not for a smooth bilateral relation with China which could agree a number of such provisions and try to negotiate for including its own interest.
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GLOBAL VOLATILITY: G2 VERSUS TRADING INSULTS
The relationship between China and the US is not at its high, on the contrary: there was never a more vivid and public miss acceptance between the two countries except for the economic war and the pandemic period when president Donald Trump embraced the concept of “Chinese virus” (Khan 2020) for the Covid-19 pandemic to underline the link to Wuhan, China. Moreover, at some moments, he put the blame on the P4 laboratory in Wuhan for producing the virus (Coronavirus: Trump stands by China lab origin theory for virus 2020), even though there were no evidence in this direction. That and the economic war were definitory for the worse bilateral relations between China and the US in history.

It is true, on another notice, that China itself changed dramatically its behaviour during the pandemic crisis. Pressed by perceived responsibility and even the perspective of being sued for compensation due to the fact that it didn’t notified the world in due time about the coronavirus, it didn’t contain the virus itself in Wuhan and not allow it to spread as pandemic in the whole world, and that it was ultimately responsible for the pandemic in the world (Miller and Strashak 2021), China moved to clear and unprecedented actions that costed a lot: first, it left its responsible and reasonable course of using propaganda and informational warfare, with its need for respectability (Vilmer and Charon 2020) that was its point and begin to use direct and harsh propaganda via Russia’s networks in the West, European countries and the US, and Iranian ones for the Arab countries (Wiskeyman and Berger 2021). The main target was to avoid responsibility and try to alternate the source of the virus via conspiracy theories and fake news involving the virus being brought to China by American military athletes (Shumei and Lin 2020) or the virus being spread in Italy (Hui and Yusha and Juechennng 2021) or somewhere else way before the outbreak of the pandemic in Wuhan.

Second, China begins its unrealistic and costly campaign of the mask diplomacy(Jacinto 2021) involving the humanitarian help all over the world in spite of the law quality of its products –
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criticised and returned from France, Italy, Spain, Slovakia – and mixing paid furnitures with humanitarian help. Then, in some cases, it begin to use its concentration of the manufactured products, needed at the same by all the states – be it masks, ventilators, antibiotics, protection material – for political conditioning for the prioritisation in supplies (Mattis and Auslin and Felter 2020). And in the third place, it revealed in some other cases that it used its dumping procedures and subventions from the state in order to take as much as possible from the supply chain in quite all products, producing smaller or bigger parts in China itself. In a period with huge problems in transportation due to quarantines and lockdowns, that situation revealed important gaps in the world trade and competition (Is it possible to end China’s control of the global supply chain? 2020).

That behaviour made the US begin a process of repatriation of the companies (Pamuk and Shalal 2020). Japan investing money to relocation (Japan’s game plan – to pay companies to move out of China 2020), as well as South Korea investing in repatriation, and made the EU, for instance, through the voice of the High Representative Josep Borrell (Terrabianca 2020; Small 2020), propose a change of behaviour – beside repatriation of highly sensitive technological products – and move manufactured goods needed in times of crisis in Northern Africa, with the aim of having them closer, of accessing easier and stabilizing a sustainable development as well as jobs for the migrants from the region moving to the EU. Security costs should be assumed and added to the strictly pragmatic and competitive market economy that lead to the concentration of the production of needed goods in China.

Therefore, three were the options of the US-China relations (Chifu 2020, 11-21) after the change of the American administration: a cooperation between the US and China in a type of G2, assuming the responsibilities for all the issues of the world – an approach strongly rejected by China which didn’t want to assume anything more than its own security interests and sovereignty core territorial claims; an anarchic world, the G0 World of Ian Bremmer (Bremmer 2012), where each side will use and abuse existing rules and ignore any type of new norms that would need to be put in place; and a confrontation between the US and China, with different type of instruments, that somebody will say is already on the way for some time. Fact is that the global volatility of the world during the Covid-19 pandemic was accentuated by the premises of a possible confrontation and conflict between the major economies of the world.

But the final conclusions were postponed until the new American administration took over and a more elaborate and long term approach to China is established by the new policies. And the conclusions came up with less inclination for a form of cooperation and a lot of insults traded by each side (Collinson 2021), as shown in the opening of the first meeting in Anchorage, March 18 (Biden Jr. 2021).

THREE TRACK APPROACHES: HOW TO MANAGE STRATEGIC RIVALRY

Before Anchorage, the new Biden administration has build up its China interim policy and assessment, and the conclusions after taking over the administration already prepared the way it envisaged to cope with the strategic rivalry assumed with China. First, it was the statement made by President Joe Biden (Joseph R. Biden Jr., 2021-1) at the State Department, on February the 4th, when installing formally State Secretary Anthony Blinken. It was both an approach with a liberal and idealistic instrument of defending democracy in front of authoritarianism when he stated: “American leadership must meet this new moment of advancing authoritarianism, including the growing ambitions of China to rival the United States and the determination of Russia to damage and disrupt our democracy” (Biden Jr. 2021-1).

More direct, regarding China, it has been defined as the most serious competitor for the US due to direct challenges posed to American and Western prosperity, security, and democratic values (Chifu 2021-1; Biden Jr. 2021). And the conclusion was also very clearly stated: “We’ll confront China’s economic abuses; counter its aggressive, coercive action; to push back on China’s attack on human rights, intellectual property, and global governance. But we are ready to work with Beijing when it’s in America’s interest to do so. We will compete from a position of strength (...) renewing our
role in international institutions, and reclaiming our credibility and moral authority, much of which has been lost (Chifu 2021-1; Biden Jr. 2021-1).

So President Biden announced that the US will manage the strategic rivalry with China based on an approach with three tracks: cooperation, when the American interest is present, on major global issues; competition from a position of strength, through real multilateralism and engaging to sum up and converge all the resources of the democratic countries in the world to get the preeminent strategic weight necessary (Chifu 2021-1); and conflict and confrontation when defending its own principles and values. All those should be used in a framework defined as leading with diplomacy but being prepared to use defence and deterrence in order to block any attempt of Beijing to use force against allies and global partners. This three track approach is a more realistic and sophisticated one than the Cold War type approach of friends and foes and that’s why old cliches do not match today, in the highly technological world of post-Covid-19 New World Order.

These premisses have been underlined by State Secretary Anthony Blinken on the 3rd of March presentation of the Foreign Affairs Strategy of the US (Secretary of State Antony Blinken Speech on Foreign Policy 2021) in the wake of the launch of the Interim National Security Strategic Guidelines (Biden Jr. 2021-2) document launched in the same afternoon. In the elaborated statement of Mr. Blinken, the approach to China was far more present and defined. Russia and China were named, this time, “adversaries and competitors” which attack and raised doubts about the strength of the democracy and the democratic system. For the US, China became “the biggest geopolitical test of the 21st century”, with a special point in the eight first priorities of the American Foreign policy (Chifu 2021-2).

“China is the only country with the economic, diplomatic, military and technological power, to seriously challenge the stable and open international system. All the rules, values and relationships that make the world work the way we want it to because it ultimately serves the interests and reflects the values of the American people. Our relationship with China will be competitive when it should, be collaborative when it can be and adversarial when it must be. The common denominator is the need to engage China from a position of strength. That requires working with allies and partners, not denigrating them because our combined weight is much harder for China to ignore” (Secretary of State Antony Blinken Speech on Foreign Policy 2021).

Actually, Anthony Blinken changed, by nuancing, the cooperation-competition-conflict triad – confront, counter, push back for the confrontational part –with a relation defined as collaborative, competitive and adversarial at the same time, for each of the three tracks. It involved also the need for combined weight of allies and partners, and added “engaging in diplomacy and in international organizations”, “standing up for our values when human rights are abused in Xinjiang or when democracy is trampled in Hong Kong because if we don’t, China will act with even greater impunity” and “insisting on a level playing field” as a set up for a free and fair competition for everyone “pushing back against unfair trading practices by China and others”.

If the success of managing the strategic rivalry with China sits on the diplomacy and transatlantic relations with the Europeans and the relations with the QUAD (Chifu 2021-3), the Quadrenial Partnership for Security between the US, India, Japan and Australia, plus the cooperation with the Global Partners – a format that has been already put in place in the NATO framework – Wales Summit, 2014, via participation in the common effort in Afghanistan – let’s see also how the EU-US relationship has been seen on the other part of the shores of the Atlantic. The details comes from the official statements of the White House (Readout of President Joseph R. Biden, Jr. Call with European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen 2021) and President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen after the phone conversation Biden-von der Leyen on March the 5th (Statement by President von der Leyen following her phone call with President of the United States, Joe Biden 2021). The White House Readout was more expeditive, including China as a main issue for „coordination and shared interest”.

In the statement of Mrs von der Leyen, the reference to China was not present. In the more detailed press conference, that included the questions and answers, president Von der Leyen “defended the EU’s recent investment pact with China as part of its economic partnership and
competition with Beijing but said that, like Washington, Brussels saw China as a “systemic rival” when it came to democracy and human rights” (Chifu 2021-4). So, in qualifying the relationship with China, both the US and the EU had the same concept in hand – the “systemic rival”. But in another part related to common enemies, she included Covid-19 and added that EU and the US should cooperate better to face the rising power of China: “Von der Leyen said she invited Biden to a global health summit in Rome on May 21 to streamline the fight against COVID-19, the common enemy that has killed over a million people in the EU and US combined. She hopes the commonality would extend to foreign policy issues as well, where both could cooperate better to face the rising power of China” (Chalmers 2020).

The approaches on China are substantially the same across the Atlantic. If we are to consider the Joint Communication of the European Parliament, the European Council and the Council, EU has establish, in March 2019, practically the same framework and demands, issues and problems identified (EU-China a Strategic Outlook 2019), in a less diplomatic format, in the 2019 report to the Congress of the US-China Economic and Security Review (2019 Report to the Congress of the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission 2019). Actually the concerns are the same: unfair practices, such as subsidising industries, stealing intellectual property, cyber-attacks and cyber espionage, keeping its currency low, coercing industries to transfer know how and putting up barriers to trade, genocide against the Uyghur population in the province of Xinjiang, attacking the autonomous democratic regime in Hong Kong via electoral and security laws, pressing Taiwan democracy and Tibet religious habitudes, extending territorial claims and unfriendly activities in South China Sea against its neighbours and limiting the freedom of navigation and flight in international waters and international airspace.

**THE COLD WAR CLICHÉ AND ITS LIMITS: POWER BALANCING AND PRIMACY OF COMPETITION**

There is very easy and superficial to resort to clichés such as the second Cold War or the third/fourth World War in describing the post-Covid-19 world order based on US-China relations. It is not the case and both references are wrong. In all aspects. And we have several arguments for that, the first and most important one is the degree of sophistication of the bilateral relations between China and the US and the triad already underlined before of the cooperation-competition-conflict in those relations. It doesn’t mean it is easy to face the management of the right balance between the three tracks, in order to avoid the relationship not to sweep in uncharted territory of violence.

The differences of the competitors in the former US-USSR competition are enormous: the Soviet Union had a military and especially nuclear capability pair with the US, even though its economic capacity, at its peak, was less than 40% of that of America. China is matching the economic power, competing and getting to the same GDP in a decade, according to the estimates. China, on the contrary, does not match the military power of the US at a global level, but can challenge US in the regions and parts that are of essential interest. We could add the interdependence of both economies and the number of strategic common goals that US and China are sharing at the international level: nuclear non-proliferation, global heating and environment, if not also the need to avoid military confrontation and direct violence. This basis of common interests could help in finding ways to manage the strategic competition (Medeiros 2021).

The bilateral relationship benefits of a number of clichés, wide spread at the global level. First, the cliché of a rising China and a declining US(Marcus 2021). It is far from the truth, and the reference of the comparison of geopolitical power could show us the reality of a relationship where China was ranking the third after the US and the UK in 2019 (Roger 2019). “The West is inherently superior in the organisation of its politics, economy and society, while China is a bundle of malign contradictions” (Marcus 2021) is also a cliché and there are more and more analysts that think the opposite, remarking the adaptability of the one state-two system approach.

The great power competition in Asia and the strategy of the US to avoid that the region is dominated by a hostile hegemonic force(Bisley 2020) runs closer to the idea of power balancing or managing competition than blocking the development of China. We are moving closer to uncharted
waters than to a Cold War or World War since the new US-China relationship seems to be more complex, harder to manage and most probable will last much longer.

Ian Bremmer has also approached and discussed the US-China relationship. China represents, therefore, a genuine threat to the US in terms of “short term geopolitical competition as well as long-term existential challenge” (Bremmer 2020). Bremmer also underlines the interdependence of the US and China and rejects the cliché of a Cold War 2.0. He listed as common interests, besides nuclear non-proliferation, climate change and pandemic, the macroeconomic stability, assuming that China will be a part of the solution,(Atlantic Council, in a study about the scenarios of the US under Biden administration, noted the possibility that China would not want the stability of the World, but will prefer taking advantage of the vulnerabilities, insecurities and instability of the economy, even on the future possible economic crisis (Burrows and Manning, 2021).

Bremmer also added that destroying China’s economy means also destroying US economy as well (Bremmer 2020). We could add that we do not have the two blocks needed for a Cold War: if there is a possible block of democracies, the autocracies could not go together and make a block since all of them – China, Russia, Iran first and foremost – are dependent economically on the democratic countries and could not team up since their economies are not complementary. The real question mark stands behind the possibility of world to be polarized and the countries to be obliged to take parts.

On another point, it is still a question at what respect and how deep the integration of the EU countries are into the common effort required by Washington in order to counter China and support the new rules and norms needed at the level of the international system in relations with the new technologies. Mrs. Ursula von der Leyen already proposed the Transatlantic Technological Agreement to take the place of the rejected TTIP (Statement by President von der Leyen following her phone call with President of the United States 2021), and the project has already been embraced in the Congress, with the White House having this in mind for some time in its strategies – see the Interim National Security Strategic Guidelines(Biden, Jr. 2021-2) as well as the UK’s Integrated Review of Security, Defense, Development and Foreign Policy, that has made the same point as a perspective for the UK until 2030 (Global Britain in a Competitive Age. Integrated Review on Security, Defense, Development and Foreign Policy 2021).

ASSUMING RISKS, FRICTIONS, AVOIDING MILITARY CONFLICT AND CONFRONTATION

The relation of the US and China has been already defined in a piece for Foreign Policy co-signed by Jake Sullivan, the new National Security advisor and Kurt Campbell, the new top Asia Adviser of the US President, in September 2019, under the concept of Competition Without Catastrophe (Campbell and Sullivan 2019), the way the US can both challenge and coexist with China. The paper noted that "the era of engagement with China has come to an unceremonious close". That would be the best definition of the bilateral relation today.

Fact is that the US has to accept more risks and the costs related to them in addressing China, coping with threats and challenges coming from China and confronting China on issues of first importance. Identifying, balancing, and managing risks is the solution (Medeiros 2021) of the real balance between the triad of cooperation, competition and confrontation with China, and America needs to learn to live with this new situation. It is a tremendous change in behaviour from a diplomatic form that requires, according to all the books, downplay disagreement, minimize friction, reduce competition, and expand cooperation. And to move to a type of risk management that involves assuming and tolerating risks, frictions, dealing with tensions, accepting a certain level of costs coming from those risks and using this new environment in the triad relation with China.

Yes, it is less acceptable and closer to an anti-fragile approach to foreign policy (Taleb 2014) the idea of balancing competing interests and avoid to always reconcile differences and disagreements. Some fundamental issues related to principles and values cannot be solved, but there’s no need to try always to settle everything. Assuming the incompatible principles and values and the harsh competition is as important and hard as assuming depending from the other
liberal democratic countries and a real multilateralism that has to accommodate common interests. Here the EU can play its part with the capacity of forging consensus with numerous actors as the idea of the legal power of the EU could be used by the US at a global stage through reforming the global institutions or introducing new ones with the new rules.

The strict combination of harsh competition, defend and deter military and strategic offensive moves towards allies and partners, democratic alliance as well as the system of international bounds via treaties and normative assumed commitments is a good step forward in dealing with China without any direct military confrontation, but with diplomacy and from the position of strength. The primacy of competition in U.S.-Chinese relations (Medeiros 2021) does not mean that military conflict or confrontation is inevitable, but the US needs to adapt in this coalition of democracies that it needs to forge and to lead. Power balancing, binding China in new normative and international institutions, degrade existing Chinese capabilities, international agreements and treaties that could pressure China into changing its behaviour, bilateral US-China competition, could represent the bases of a new American China policy.

At the same time, as Sullivan and Campbell underlined, competition without catastrophe means that any escalation of rivalry should avoid violence, military clashes of any kind and an acceptable level of risks and costs assumed (Sullivan and Campbell 2019). So, the competition between China and the US should be the new reality but the confrontation and conflictual part of the triad of relations should avoid spiraling out of control. It is about risk management but not competition limitations, military clashes denial but not lack of military show out, catastrophe avoidance but not refusing direct confrontation in defense of the principles and values. And using the military presence, development and deployments for defense and deterrence, when technological edge should ensure the dominant level of the combined democratic conglomerate, lead by the US, in order to enforce the rules based world.
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